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Abstract
Conversational spoken language translation (CSLT) systems
facilitate bilingual conversations in which the two partici-
pants speak different languages. Bilingual conversations pro-
vide additional contextual information that can be used to im-
prove the underlying machine translation system. In this pa-
per, we describe a novel translation model adaptation method
that anticipates a participant’s response in the target lan-
guage, based on his counterpart’s prior turn in the source lan-
guage. Our proposed strategy uses the source language utter-
ance to perform cross-language retrieval on a large corpus of
bilingual conversations in order to obtain a set of potentially
relevant target responses. The responses retrieved are used
to bias translation choices towards anticipated responses. On
an Iraqi-to-English CSLT task, our method achieves a sig-
nificant improvement over the baseline system in terms of
BLEU, TER and METEOR metrics.

1. Introduction
State of the art conversational spoken language translation
(CSLT) systems enable useful, functional communication
between two subjects who do not speak the same language.
In a typical CSLT pipeline, source language speech is tran-
scribed using automatic speech recognition (ASR), piped to
text-to-text statistical machine translation (SMT), followed
by text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis in the target language.
Two sets of these components are used; one in the source-
to-target direction and another in the target-to-source direc-
tion. The two directions are typically processed indepen-
dently, where successive turns in the source and target lan-
guages are processed in complete isolation. This decoupling
sometimes leads to contextually inappropriate translations.

Fortunately, bilingual conversations offer a wealth of
contextual information that can be exploited to improve
translation performance. Contextual cues can be used to
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adapt the translation model and improve its relevance to the
current state of the dialogue. Typically, the adaptation is done
monolingually, using only the utterances of one speaker. In
this paper, we describe a novel translation model adaptation
technique for bilingual conversations that anticipates a par-
ticipant’s response in the target language based on his coun-
terpart’s prior turn in the source language. Depending on
the nature of the bilingual conversation, adaptation can be
profitably performed in either language. We evaluate the
proposed approach on Iraqi-English bilingual conversations
drawn from the DARPA TransTac/BOLT spoken dialogue
collection.

Our approach is motivated by the observation that in most
domains, the primary goal of bilingual conversations is to
exchange information across the language barrier. To that
end, the most useful translation is often the one that most ef-
fectively conveys the content of a speaker’s response to the
content of the counterpart’s preceding utterances. Table 1
illustrates this with an excerpt from an Iraqi-English bilin-
gual conversation at a vehicle checkpoint from the DARPA
TransTac/BOLT corpus. The first column corresponds to
the English speaker’s turn; the second column is the Iraqi
speaker’s following turn, or response (in Buckwalter translit-
eration); the third column provides an English gloss of the
Iraqi speaker’s response. As in most cooperative conversa-
tions, the Iraqi responses are all relevant to the preceding En-
glish turn, and, in many cases, largely predictable from the
preceding English turn in the first column.

Following these observations, we perform turn-level
translation model adaptation that prefers phrasal translation
rules that originate from responses that immediately follow
counterpart utterances that are similar to those of the cur-
rent conversational counterpart. This approach produces a
measurable improvement over a phrase-based SMT baseline
system in terms of BLEU, TER and METEOR metrics on an
Iraqi-to-English translation task.

2. Anticipatory Translation Model Adaptation
Our adaptation scheme attempts to model the effect of the
preceding target language turn on the translation of the cur-
rent source language utterance. The intuition is that biasing
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N English Turn Iraqi Response English Gloss of Iraqi Response
1. turn off your engine and get out of the car tfDlwA here you are
2. give me your i d bTAqty wjwAzy my i d card and my passport
3. where you coming from mn swryA mn dyr Alzwr from syria from dair al-zour
4. and where you going rAyH llrmAdy i’m going to ramadi
5. what’s in your truck Iny bqAl wdJjyb xs JbyEh hnAk i’m a grocer and i’m bringing lettuce

Table 1: Excerpt from an Iraqi-English bilingual conversation in the DARPA TransTac/BOLT collection.

the translation model to favor phrase pairs originating from
training utterances that have similar preceding target lan-
guage turn will produce translations more appropriate to the
current conversation. Such a model can be learned in a data-
driven fashion from a large training corpus of bilingual con-
versations, organized in the form of starting target language
turns and ensuing source language responses. The DARPA
TransTac/BOLT spoken dialogue corpus is organized as a
collection of bilingual conversations, thus making it rela-
tively simple to build an “anticipatory parallel corpus” (APC)
of target language turn and source language response pairs
for training the translation model (see Section 3). The APC
is a pseudo-parallel corpus with prior target turns mapping to
the immediately following source language responses, sim-
ilar to the first two columns of Table 1. In the following
description, we assume, without loss of generality, that we
are performing cross-lingual translation model adaptation for
translating the current Iraqi turn into English based on the
preceding English turn. Figure 1 illustrates the adaptation
process.

2.1. Cross-Lingual Retrieval

When decoding the current Iraqi utterance in the context of a
bilingual conversation, we seek to predict what an appropri-
ate response to the preceding English turn might look like.1

To find support for this prediction, we use the preceding En-
glish turn as a query to perform cross-lingual retrieval on the
APC constructed from the training conversations. The goal
of this step is to obtain the most relevant Iraqi responses to
the preceding English turn. Each training utterance pair in
the APC is assigned a unique utterance ID, which we later
use in the online adaptation of the translation model (Section
2.2).

Because the APC is not a true parallel corpus in the sense
that the Iraqi responses are not direct translations of the pre-
ceding English turns, learning a true cross-lingual retrieval
model from this data would be difficult. Instead, we em-
ployed the simpler approach of first performing monolingual
retrieval of the English turns most similar to the query turn,
and then reading off the corresponding Iraqi responses from
the APC. To facilitate this, we represent all APC English
turns in a trigram term-indicator vector space with appropri-

1In an interactive CSLT system, all utterances by speakers of both lan-
guages are transcribed by speech recognition (ASR), though we also run
oracle experiments with the ground truth (reference) transcription.

ate pre-processing (e.g. stop-word removal), and we index
each training utterance separately. During retrieval, we map
the preceding English turn to the same vector space, and se-
lect APC English turns that have the largest cosine similarity
to the query. We then read off the corresponding Iraqi re-
sponse turns from the APC. This produces a bias corpus of
Iraqi responses that might be relevant to the preceding En-
glish turn, which we limit to a small number between 50 and
500 in our experiments.

Table 2 illustrates anticipatory cross-lingual retrieval
with an example. The first row corresponds to the query
English turn. The first column of the second row lists the
five top-ranking Iraqi responses retrieved from the APC us-
ing the above mechanism. The second column of the sec-
ond row provides an English gloss for the retrieved Iraqi re-
sponses. The final row shows the actual Iraqi response to the
query English turn, and its English gloss. In this example, the
retrieved Iraqi responses are well-matched to the actual re-
sponse. Thus, a translation model biased towards the phrases
extracted from the retrieved responses is likely to produce
better translations.

Q. how are you doing today
1. wAllh AlHmd llh zyn well fine thank god
2. SbAH Alnwr JhlAF

wshlAF
good morning hello and
welcome

3. JhlAF byk kyf AlHAl hello to you how are you
4. SbAH Alxyr JhlAF wsh-

lAF AlHmd llh zyn
good morning and wel-
come thank god i’m well

5. Iny zyn JHsn mn Endh i’m fine better than him
R. AlHmd llh zyn good thank god

Table 2: Iraqi response retrieval for a sample English query
turn.

2.2. Translation Model Adaptation

From the cross-lingual retrieval on each previous English
turn, we obtain for each Iraqi turn I , a set of anticipated
Iraqi responses, corresponding Iraqi utterance IDs and a set
of similarity scores (cosine similarity between the query En-
glish turn and APC English turns) R. We use these scores di-
rectly as relevance scores for the anticipatory Iraqi responses.
At run time, an updated relevance vector is passed on to the
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Figure 1: Anticipatory translation model adaptation process.

SMT decoder for each new test utterance.
The SMT phrase table tracks, for each phrase pair, the set

of training utterances from which that phrase pair originated.
Only part of the training corpus has marked conversation
boundaries. Phrase translation rules derived from sentence
pairs that do not originate in bilingual conversations are as-
signed a default utterance ID. For each candidate phrase pair
I → E added to the search graph, the SMT decoder com-
putes the relevance score as the maximum of all relevance
scores corresponding to the current turn. i.e.

FI→E = max
j∈Par(I→E)

Rj (1)

where Par(I → E) is the set of training utterances from
which the candidate phrase pair originated. Phrase pairs
with the default utterance ID are assigned a default relevance
score of 0.0. (in effect, they are decoded with the baseline
features only). The relevance score is added as a feature to
the log-linear translation model with its own weight, which
is tuned with the rest of the parameters. The effect of this
feature is to bias the decoder in favor of phrase pairs that
originate in relevant responses.

3. Baseline SMT System
We use the DARPA TransTac/BOLT Iraqi-English parallel
two-way spoken dialogue collection to train the translation
models. Each conversation represents an interaction between
an English interviewer and an Iraqi respondent, based on
a scenario that requires exchange of specific information.
The English speaker typically plays the role of information
seeker and “drives” the majority of conversations. These
large-vocabulary conversations are spontaneous and free-
form, with few restrictions. This collection consists of a va-
riety of domains including force protection (e.g. checkpoint,

reconnaissance, patrol), medical diagnosis and aid, mainte-
nance and infrastructure, etc; each transcribed from spoken
bilingual conversations and manually translated. The SMT
parallel training corpus contains approximately 773K sen-
tence pairs (7.3M English words). We used this corpus to ex-
tract translation phrase pairs from bidirectional IBM Model 4
word alignment [1] based on the heuristic approach of [2]. A
4-gram target LM was trained on all English transcriptions.
Our phrase-based decoder is similar to Moses [3] and uses
the phrase pairs and target LM to perform beam search stack
decoding based on a standard log-linear model, the parame-
ters of which were tuned with MERT [4] on a held-out de-
velopment set (≈11,000 sentence pairs) using BLEU as the
tuning metric. Finally, we evaluated translation performance
on a separate, unseen test set (≈9,300 sentence pairs). Most
of these conversations between bilingual speakers are medi-
ated through a human interpreter.

Of the 773K training sentence pairs, about 267K origi-
nate in ≈3,000 marked-up bilingual conversations. We use
this subset to construct an anticipatory corpus for the adapta-
tion experiments. These sentence pairs are assigned a unique
utterance ID. All other sentence pairs are assigned to a de-
fault utterance ID, which signals the absence of the antici-
patory relevance feature for phrase pairs derived from these
instances.

4. Experimental Results
We constructed an English-Iraqi APCs from input-response
pairs in the training conversations. For each source language
input turn in the held-out development and test sets, we per-
formed cross-lingual retrieval on the APC to obtain a bias
corpus of potential responses in the target language. We per-
formed retrieval in two configurations: (a) using reference
transcriptions of all utterances in both languages; and (b)
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using ASR transcriptions (both for retrieval and translation)
in both languages. The latter configuration degrades perfor-
mance noticeably, but it matches the conditions of a live de-
ployment. In the Iraqi-English experiments, we test values
of the relevance list size n ∈ {50, 100, 500}.

The Iraqi ASR transcriptions were generated using a two-
pass HMM-based system, which delivered a word error rate
(WER) of 20.2% on the test set utterances. The English ASR
system, which was used to transcribe the counterpart’s utter-
ances had a WER of 10.6%.

The held-out development conversations were used to
tune the size of the bias corpus (i.e the number of retrieved
response turns), as well as the model weights in the log-linear
translation model. Tuning was performed using reference
transcriptions of the Iraqi turn. The optimal settings were
then used to decode the unseen test conversations for both
reference transcriptions and ASR transcriptions.

REFERENCE TRANSCRIPTIONS

SYSTEM BLEU↑ TER↓ METEOR↑
Baseline 31.62 53.32 63.59

n=50 31.73* 53.11* 63.67
n=100 31.82* 53.03* 63.75
n=500 31.80* 53.00* 63.75

ASR TRANSCRIPTIONS

SYSTEM BLEU↑ TER↓ METEOR↑
Baseline 26.93 60.38 58.20

n=50 26.98 60.12 58.21
n=100 27.11* 60.16* 58.26
n=500 27.01 60.06* 58.25

Table 3: Translation results on the test sets. Asterisked re-
sults are significantly better than the baseline (p ≤ 0.05) us-
ing 1,000 iterations of paired bootstrap re-sampling [5]. Best
results for each metric are marked in boldface.

Table 3 summarizes the translation performance of the
test sets in BLEU [6], TER [7] and METEOR [8]. Re-
sults are presented for three configurations of n: 50, 100
and 500. We note that our proposed anticipatory adapta-
tion approach outperforms the baseline across multiple met-
rics, both reference transcriptions and ASR transcriptions. In
many instances, the differences are statistically significant.
The adapted system with 100 retrieval responses (n=100) is
the best scoring system for that test set.

In Table 4 we show example utterances where our adap-
tation approach generates better translation choices. In these
examples, the conversational counterpart’s utterance guides
the retrieval towards contextually relevant matches, which
influence lexical (hence, phrasal) selection (e.g. ‘flight
of stairs’ vs. ‘stairs’ in a conversation about a corridor).
Retrieval-based adaptation can also go awry, as the fourth
example shows. In this example, the brevity of the preceding
English turn leads to imprecise retrieval and an unreliable
bias corpus, which then prefers an incorrect translation for

incidental reasons.
We also compared smoothed, sentence-level BLEU

scores,2 and observed that the the n=100 adapted system
scores higher than the baseline 884 times and lower than the
baseline 763 times.3 We take this as further evidence that
the retrieval-based adaptation leads to small but systematic
improvements in translation quality.

5. Relation to Prior Work
Online model adaptation for SMT has become an active area
of research in recent years. The predominant approach is to
divide the training data into discrete partitions representing
either domains or genres to be adapted to [9, 10] or other
linguistic phenomena of interest, such as whether the current
utterance is a question [11]. At run-time, the domain, genre
or other inferred properties of the current utterance are used
to prefer phrase translation rules that originate in appropriate
training data. By contrast, our approach makes no assump-
tions about the nature of the training data, and therefore re-
quires no hard decisions about training set partitions and no
labor-intensive manual annotation. Instead, we directly re-
trieve exemplars from the training set using lexical cues in
order to guide the anticipatory inference.

To avoid the need for hard decisions about domain
membership, some have used topic modeling to improve
SMT performance, e.g., using latent semantic analysis [12],
‘biTAM’ [13] or latent dirichlet allocation [14, 15, 16]. As it
also avoids data set partitioning and explicit annotation, our
work is in the same spirit as these, but we do not explicitly
model topic distributions.

In our previous work [16], we incrementally accumulated
conversational history to compute a topic distribution vec-
tor. The phrasal translation rules were scored using the max-
imum similarity of the current conversational topic vector to
all of the training conversation topic vectors from which that
phrasal rule was drawn. This work is also incremental, but
in contrast uses only the previous utterance of the conversa-
tional counterpart to retrieve exemplars for similarity com-
parisons. Here, we score phrasal rules using the maximum
similarity of all of the retrieved sentences to any of the sen-
tences from which the phrase pair was drawn.

6. Discussion and Future Directions
Conversational spoken language translation systems offer
rich contextual cues that can be used to improve the MT
performance. This in turn results in more usable, higher
quality CSLT systems that are better able to accomplish
cross-lingual communication goals in a way that is tailored
to the conversation at hand. In this paper, we described a
novel, turn-level anticipatory translation model adaptation
technique where one participant’s turn is used to anticipate,

2As computed by the NIST BLEU script.
3Of the remaining 7,662 utterances, the two systems differ in their trans-

lations of 1,867, even though their BLEU scores do not differ.
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Previous Eng Turn but his temperature how has he been hotter than normal
Baseline his temperature sometimes and his body is very hot
Adaptive his temperature goes up sometimes and his body is very hot
Reference his temperature sometimes goes up and his body becomes very hot
Previous Eng Turn can you see this corridor in front of you
Baseline this is the end there are stairs
Adaptive at the end of it there is a flight of stairs
Reference at the end of it there’s a staircase
Previous Eng Turn if you can’t stop it then that is an emergency situation
Baseline of course they call it the pressure the direct pressure on the wound or continuous
Adaptive of course they call it direct pressure or continuous pressure on the wound
Reference of course they call it direct pressure or continuous pressure on the wound
Previous Eng Turn good
Baseline personally because he is supposed to
Adaptive personally because he is the foundation
Reference to him personally because he is the one concerned [...with the matter]

Table 4: Examples of Iraqi-to-English translations where anticipatory adaptation influences the lexical choice.

and thereby more accurately translate, the other participant’s
response.

The proposed approach used cross-lingual retrieval on
an “anticipatory parallel corpus” of target language turns
and corresponding source language responses to obtain the
most relevant responses to a query turn. The retrieved re-
sponses were used to bias translation options in the trans-
lation model for the subsequent response turn in an Iraqi-
Arabic-to-English translation system. We observed statisti-
cally significant improvements in translation results for most
of the testing conditions, which included both reference and
ASR transcripts of the bilingual test conversations. We also
showed examples where the proposed approach produced
better translations than the baseline system.

In this paper, we demonstrated the usefulness of turn-
level context of bilingual conversations for improving MT
performance. Our next goal is to develop a framework for
integration of fine-grained turn-level translation model adap-
tation with more coarse-grained, globally driven approaches
such as topic-based translation model adaptation, possibly
in a neural-network-based translation model (such as [17])
where diverse sources of information can be combined to
make more informed translation choices. We also plan to ex-
plore ways of detecting unreliable retrieval query input (e.g.,
short preceding conversational turns, as in Table 4) that can
lead to unreliable translation biasing.
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